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Big Data and the Transformation of Operations Models: 

A Framework and A Research Agenda  

 

Abstract 

Big Data has been hailed as the ‘next big thing’ to drive business value, transform organisations and 

industries, and “reveal secrets to those with the humility, willingness and tools to listen” (Mayer-

Schönberger and Cukier, 2013: 5). However, despite growing interest from organisations across 

industry sectors, Big Data applications appear to have concentrated on delivering incremental 

change and operational efficiency improvements, with little evidence on using Big Data to facilitate 

strategic, transformational change.  In this paper, we explore how Big Data can be used across 

different sectors in leading organisations and examine the ways in which it is fostering change in 

the core operations models of organisations.  A definition of ‘operations model’ is developed and 

the core dimensions of an operations model are then examined, namely capacity, supply network, 

process and technology, and people development and organisation.  Through a series of case 

studies, we examine the role of Big Data in affecting some, or all, of these dimensions in order to 

generate value for the organisation by optimising, adapting or radically transforming the operations 

model.  Following our analysis, we develop a tentative framework which can be used both for 

understanding how Big Data affects operations models, and for planning changes in operations 

models through Big Data. We set out a new research agenda to systematically understand the full 

potential of Big Data in transforming operations models. 

 

Keywords: Big Data; Operations Models; Operations Management; Transformation; Knowledge 

Management; 
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1. Introduction 

 Around 50 billion connected devices are expected to generate data with a potential 

economic impact of as much as US$11.1 trillion per year in 2025 (McKinsey, 2015). That is the 

Internet of Things (IoT), which is deemed to set up a new wave of innovation like in the past the 

steam and electric ages. At the heart of IoT lays what is commonly referred to as Big Data, an 

unprecedented amount of data that smartphones, vehicles, factories and production plants,   

infrastructures and urban facilities will constantly produce and make ready to analyse (Lycett, 2013; 

The Economist, 2010; Sanders, 2014). Big Data will then be the engine of more informed 

customers’ choices as well as firms’ tailored market strategies and efficient operations models. In 

recent years, Big Data have fuelled the emergence of a new industry focused on data and data 

analytics with companies such as BigQuery, Datalogix, Oracle Bluekai, Amazon Space Needle, etc. 

now providing a critical back-office analytics service to many household names such as Google, 

Amazon and Facebook. In this sense, Big Data has gained commodity like characteristics in that it 

has a monetary value and can be traded between different entities - those with the computing power, 

and expertise, to generate, capture and manage the data  

 Academic literature has grasped the relevance of this emerging topic as shown by featured 

articles and Special Issues by Marketing Science, Computer and Electrical Engineering, MIS 

Quarterly, California Management Review, Journal of Process Control, Future Generation 

Computer Systems, and International Journal of Production Economics. In an Editorial of the 

Academy of Management Journal ,George, Haas, and Pentland (2014, p.1) highlighted that “Big 

Data has now become commonplace as a business term [but]  there is very little published 

management scholarship that tackles the challenges of using such tools [and] explores the promise 

and opportunities for new theories and practices that Big Data might bring about”. However, the 

extant literature has been - so far - largely descriptive and has focused around a number of themes: 

identifying the dost comprehensive definition of Big Data; debating the usefulness and credibility of 
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the different applications of Big Data; and, distinguishing Big Data from concepts such as decision 

support, executive support, online analytical processing, and business intelligence (Balboni et al., 

2010; Boyd and Craword, 2012; Hayashi, 2014; The Economist, 2010; Davenport, 2014; Kiron, 

Prentice and Ferguson, 2014).   

 In this paper, and for its purpose we share the sentiment of George et al (2014) that the 

concept of Big Data is one which requires theoretical positioning and contextualisation if  we aim to 

understand and analyse it as a form of information and potentially knowledge and intelligence that 

can be most effectively gathered, managed and used by organisations. In that respect, we provide 

here a tentative framework to understand and analyse how Big Data can help improve the 

competitiveness of operations models. To do so, we first acknowledge that at the organizational 

level Big Data is considered a form of technology-based advantage, which is increasingly integrated 

into the decision-making process and used to guide the management of different functions, from 

marketing and sales to operations and new product development. Governments, businesses and 

other organisations are increasingly using Big Data as a new resource to identify useful patterns and 

generate insights through advanced data analysis. The ability to capture, store and analyse Big Data 

is now rapidly becoming a desired competence for all types of organisations. Second, we read Big 

Data through the Resource Based View (RBV) perspective in order to discuss how it can leverage 

sustainable competitive advantage (Barney, 1991).  

 Our paper makes three contribution to the extant research. First of all, it sheds light on the 

opportunities that organisations have availed of when it comes to the use of Big Data to improve the 

competitiveness of their operations models. To do so, the paper adopts the definition of operation 

model as the content, structure and interaction of an operation’s resources, processes, people and 

capabilities, configured in order to create customer value (Li, et al, 2016). Second, the paper offers 

a tentative framework that builds on previous research to systematically examine how and to what 

extent Big Data can facilitate changes in operations models. Third, the discussion of the framework 
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paves the way to a new research agenda that can guide scholars to validate our framework with 

empirical research and gather evidence on firms’ best practices using Big Data.   

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we commence with a 

review of relevant literature on operations models and offer a concise definition of the term, 

distinguishing it from business models.  From there, we review the literature on Big Data and we 

define a framework to establish a connection between Big Data and operations models.  In Section 

3 we introduce the case study approach adopted in this paper and then we proceed to present each 

of the four selected cases in turn. We discuss the case studies in Section 4 with a view to extracting 

insights on how Big Data can be used to impact their operations models, focusing on the four key 

dimensions described in Section 2.  In Section 5 we present the framework and conclude the paper 

in Section 6 identifying potential future research directions.   

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Understanding Big Data 

Big Data is widely defined in relation to its three key characteristics: volume, velocity, and 

variety (commonly referred to as the 3Vs) (McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2012; Laney, 2001).  Volume 

refers to the unprecedented amount of data created and collected, often in real-time, which is 

difficult to store using conventional relational databases; or analyse using traditional methods. 

Velocity in this context is the frequency or the speed of data generation and/or frequency of data 

delivery (Russom, 2011).  The variety dimension highlights that Big Data is generated from a broad 

range of sources, across multiple formats and is contained in multidimensional data fields, including 

both structured and unstructured data (Russom, 2011).   

More recently, two additional Vs, namely, Veracity and Value, have been added to the list 

(Fosso-Wamba et al., 2015).  Veracity refers to the messiness or trustworthiness of the data. With 

many forms of Big Data, quality and accuracy are less controllable but we are increasingly able to 
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work with these types of data.  The large volume of data is often argued to make up for the lack of 

quality or accuracy, although this assertion is open to debate.  Value emphasises the need to turn 

Big Data into something useful, which helps to make a business case for collecting and leveraging 

Big Data with a clear understanding of costs and benefits.   

Mayer-Schoenberger & Cukier (2013, p.6) described Big Data as “things one can do at a 

large scale that cannot be done at a smaller one, to extract new insights or create new forms of value 

in ways that change markets, organisations, the relationship between citizens and governments, and 

more”.  McAfee and Brynjolfsson (2012) argued that firms using Big Data are in a more favourable 

position to make better predictions and smarter decisions, which will ultimately help increase their 

performance (see also Davenport, Barth, and Bean, 2012).   

As a concept, Big Data has been mentioned in several studies across different disciplines 

since the early ‘70s (e.g. geography, oceanography, physics, information systems, biology, etc). 

However, it was over the last decade that Big Data has been identified as a key resource for 

organisations to achieve competitive advantage. McKinsey Global Institute (2011) argued that Big 

Data should be treated as an important factor of production, alongside labour and capital, after 

analyzing the transformative potential of Big Data in five domains (i.e. public sector in the 

European Union, healthcare and retail in the US, manufacturing and personal location data 

globally).  Today, Big Data is increasingly seen as the next frontier of innovation, with significant 

implications for competition and productivity in the digital economy.    

In terms of volume and velocity, data is growing very rapidly, with some estimates 

suggesting that it doubles every two years.  As we become more successful in driving down the 

storage costs of such data, improving algorithms, and developing data management and analysis 

capabilities, the potential of Big Data is increasingly realised in different application areas.  The 

predictive power of Big Data is evident in areas such as public health, education, economic 

development, economic and elections forecasting (e.g. Mavragani and Tsagarakis, 2016). Google, 
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for example, is able to identify the prevalence of flu, in close to real-time, based on the analysis of a 

range of search terms. This can directly aid resource allocation and planning at Emergency Rooms, 

weeks ahead of actual visits to doctors by patients related to ‘flu like symptoms’ in a region.  

As data has increased in volume and velocity, it has also increased in variety.  Figure 1 

illustrates how Big Data has evolved to its current form, from largely primitive, basic forms of data 

housed locally, to the mass of structured and unstructured, complex forms of data, from a plethora 

of sources.  As the sources, and volume, of data have grown, so too has the computing capability to 

extract knowledge and insights, with advanced techniques (such as artificial intelligence based 

natural-language processing, pattern recognition and machine learning) playing an increasingly 

important role in the application of Big Data.  

 

Figure 1. The Evolution of Big Data (Source A.T Kearney) 

 

2.2 Contextualising Big Data 

As a concept, Big Data has grown in popularity and prominence from a practitioner 

perspective.  In contrast, academic research in Big Data, particularly how Big Data is connected to 
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operations models, has lagged behind practice.  To contextualise current research on Big Data and 

operations management, we conducted a comprehensive literature review.  The initial search for 

articles connecting Big Data with operations models was conducted from April 19, 2016 to May 21, 

2016 using the Scopus database1 . Scopus automatically restricted the time period for article 

selection from 2008 to 2016 and the initial search identified 668 articles. As suggested by Wang et 

al., (2016) we then intuitively checked through all the titles and only included those articles in 

which: “big data technologies were not only considered as possible new tools for enterprise 

operation, but which were also triggering impacts in the management (operations and supply chain 

management) arena” (p. 98). This resulted in 200 articles which were retained for further analysis.  

A further round of examination of the title and abstract of these remaining articles identified those 

focusing on topics directly relevant to how big data affects different dimensions of operations 

models, which are listed in the Bibliography of this paper   

 An initial study of the bibliography revealed  a number of observations.  One is that 

although Big Data has been touted as having the potential to facilitate strategic change and 

transform organisations, most existing research seems to have focused on incremental 

improvements in operations using Big Data.  In particular, the links of Big Data to strategic values 

and transformational change are often implicit rather than explicit.  Secondly, from the articles 

reviewed, they appear to be largely void of any coherent theoretical underpinning, or any systematic 

treatment of theory coalescing around Big Data.  In order to explore what strategic value Big Data 

can add, it is necessary to think about the theoretical rationale underpinning the processes at play 

within, and across operations models. Thirdly, we found that many of current research have focused 

on the technical issues around the management of Big Data itself, not the applications of big data to 

create strategic value and transformational changes in organisations and along supply chains.   

                                                 
1  Scopus is a bibliographic database containing abstracts and citations for academic journal articles. It covers nearly 
22,000 titles from over 5,000 publishers, of which 20,000 are peer-reviewed journals in the scientific, technical, 
medical, and social sciences (including arts and humanities). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bibliographic_database
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abstract_(summary)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Academic_journal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Article_(publishing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peer_review
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Nevertheless, theoretically motivated frameworks are beginning to emerge in the literature.  

Wu, Lu and Peng (2015) used the ideas and methods of Big Data to systematically summarize the 

operational processing problems in traditional regional logistics and freightage. Whilst Harrington 

and Srai (2016), in the area of multi-organisational service networks, introduced the concept of a 

Big Data operations architecture underpinned by network theory. They present a series of operating 

principles and protocols open to all relevant stakeholders “co-operating” within a shared 

environment.  Kuusisto, Kuusisto and Roehrig (2015) develop a big data framework to improve 

situational understanding for operational art2 in complex social systems and in military cyber 

operations.  Whilst Caldwell et al (2015) develop an interface model of the management challenges 

that need to be overcome (e.g. rapidly evolving process automation technologies) if  big data is to be 

successfully embedded into the chemical process industry.   

 

2.3 Conceptualising Big Data  

The resource based view is built on the principle that a firm’s resources are a source of 

competitive advantage when these resources are valuable, rare, inimitable, and not substitutable 

(Barney, 1991).  Developed in reaction to the “five competitive forces” analysis (Porter, 1980), the 

RBV theory (Penrose, 1957; Chandler, 1977; Nelson and Winter, 1982; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990;  

Grant, 1991; Wernerfelt, 1995; Conner and Prahalad, 1996; Priem and Butler, 2001) has put 

forward the strategic relevance for firms to identify, acquire, and use resources and capabilities to 

achieve a sustainable competitive advantage. Within the resource-based view, knowledge has been 

regarded as a key strategic resource (see for instance Nonaka, 1994) leading to the formulation of a 

knowledge-based theory where the creation and application of knowledge identify the primary 

                                                 
2 Key aspects of the operational art framework outlined by Kuusisto, Kuusisto and Roehrig (2015) included the 
consideration of the operational factors of time, space, and force; the determination of critical factors, to include critical 
strengths and weaknesses; and in the military sphere the determination of enemy and friendly centers of gravity. 
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rationale for the firm (Bierly et al., 2000). Upon that, Spender and Grant (1996) introducing the 

Special Issue on “Knowledge and the Firm” in the Strategic Management Journal argued that the 

“growing interest in knowledge and its management reflects the trend towards ‘knowledge work’ 

and Information Age”. In that respect, Bierly et al. (2000) have elaborated on the link “between 

strategic choices and the application of organisational knowledge”. By doing so, they presented a 

conceptual model to elaborate on the relationship among four different levels of learning (i.e. data, 

information, knowledge, and wisdom) and learning processes. The model display data, information, 

knowledge and wisdom as four layers through which firms can experience the mere accumulation 

of facts, the comprehension and application of their meaning, the ability to analyze and synthesize 

them to generate cognitive skills, and evaluating their meaning to “make conscious value judgments 

based on clearly defined criteria” (Bierly et al., 2000). In a nutshell, their conceptual model sheds 

light on an increasing level of ability to extract a unique value from raw data and use it to establish 

and achieve the firm’s desired goals.  

The intention of this paper is not to examine big data and new operations models using the 

RBV theory in the literal sense, but to explore how big data, as one form of resource, can be used to 

facilitate changes in operations models. The shift from data to wisdom implies the ability to 

operationalise data and embed it into the definition of strategic goals.  Our work contends that Big 

Data still remains a key source of knowledge and wisdom, but it can also facilitate the 

transformation of the firms’ operations models, because the magnitude of its effect spans beyond 

the operationalisation of the value extracted from the raw data and it becomes a strategic resource to 

inspire new ways to do business.  

Figure 2 displays the different degrees of impact that Big Data can have on firms. Activities 

and actions in the form of raw data are a commodity or resource when they come to existence. The 

amount of these kind of data is such that that any firm can potentially be interested in them. 

However, raw data need to be collected, organised in databases and made ready to be read and 
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analyzed by data analysts. All those activities require different degrees of engagement into the 

inclusion of Big Data within an operation model. It is in fact only by extracting meaningful value 

from them that firms can recognize the impact Big Data can have on their operations model. For 

instance, the organisation of data from an unstructured into a proprietary format enables 

organisations to potentially extract value from data that are seen as resources to be exploited. Only 

when those data are analysed and used they are transformed into knowledge that can support 

decision-making process within organisations. Thus, data can be regarded as a strategic capability 

helping decision makers recognise value and apply new intelligence either within their organisation 

or beyond. 

 

Figure 2: The Data Ladder 

 

This conceptualisation of Big Data can be aligned with the view Big Data can be used to 

answer four types of questions (Hayashi, 2014). The first is descriptive in that Big Data can be used 

to describe occurrences.  The second is diagnostic, whereby Big Data can be presented to offer 
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insight or explanation as to why something happened.  The third is predictive - the use of Big Data 

to extracting information from existing data sets in order to determine patterns and predict future 

outcomes and trends.  The fourth, a prescriptive use of Big Data, incorporates both structured and 

unstructured data, and uses a combination of advanced analytic techniques and disciplines to 

predict, prescribe, and adapt.  

 These conceptualisations infer that Big Data, by nature, is a complex multidimensional 

concept, which requires theoretical consideration, because Big Data and its application can take 

many different forms.  In particular, Big Data provide the raw materials for an organisation to 

extract new knowledge and insights, not as an one off exercise, but through multiple iterations of 

manipulation and analyses and through the effective combination of both old and new data, to 

support descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive decisions at operational and strategic 

levels.  As will be discussed later in one of our case studies, EBay, Big Data enables the firm to 

understand customer journey and ask new questions in ways that were inconceivable before: around 

85% of the analytics questions are new or unknown, according to its Head of Global Business 

Analytics.  Such new capabilities enable the EBay to improve and transform its operations model, 

and help its sellers to change the way they operate.   

     

2.4  Defining Operations Models 

We contend that operations models help to explain how value is created and captured within 

an organisation by specifically focusing on an operations resources, capabilities, processes and 

people (Li et al, 2016).  In adopting the operations model as a key unit of analysis, we can better 

appreciate, and explain, how these core operational components are interrelated, and how they are 

aligned with broader business strategy. Where a ‘business model’ explains at a systemic, holistic 

level how firms create value for customers, how they generate revenue and make a profit (Johnson 

et al, 2008), an operations model defines the structure and style of how resources, capabilities and 
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people function together to deliver a product or service in line with the business model and market 

expectations.  We contend that operations models are comprised of four core dimensions (referred 

to as decision areas by Slack and Lewis (2011)): capacity; the supply chain network; process and 

technology; and, people development and organisation.  We will now review each one of these 

dimensions in turn.  

i) Capacity: The capacity strategy of an organisation determines its productive potential or 

level of productive activity.  Whilst capacity decisions can be altered in the short and medium term 

(through work-load balancing, flexible working patterns, contracting or outsourcing), long-term 

capacity decisions pertaining to configuration of facilities, location of manufacturing sites or 

customer facing facilities, can have a considerable effect on the competitive capabilities of an 

operation.  From a service delivery point of view, the location of capacity can have an impact on the 

ability to offer flexibility and responsiveness to customers.  This is directly related to the shape of 

an operations capacity and whether they have concentrated capacity, over fewer sites, or a more 

decentralised capacity structure, spread out over more sites.  The determination of capacity is often 

closely aligned with forecast level of demand.  Acknowledging the inherent inaccuracies of many 

forecasting techniques, coupled with dynamic and volatile consumer demand patterns, organisations 

seek to better understand ‘real’ market demand, so that their operations can respond with 

appropriate capacity decisions.  As the component of the operations model that determines the level 

of productive activity of an organisation, capacity is greatly affected by the growth of digital 

platforms and online marketplaces, where traditional ‘brick and mortar’ limitations no longer exist.   

ii) Supply chain network: In this era of globalisation, mass customisation and short 

product life-cycles, no organisation can exist in isolation but rather must consider the broader 

network of stakeholders that it is connected to. From automotive to electronics, the developments 

experienced in these industries, in terms of sophistication in product and service design, would 

largely have been impossible without the collaboration of different actors in the supply network.  
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Competitive supplier collaboration and joint product development programmes now typify many 

developed industries – both product and service focused.  As the second core element of an 

operations model, the supply chain network component, refers to any interaction, engagement or 

process which features actors external to the core organisation.  These can be first tier (and  beyond) 

suppliers of product or service, customers (first tier and beyond) but competitor organisations, 

legislative bodies and government entities can also reside within supply chains.   Decisions relating 

to the design of the supply chain (lean or agile in structure), work undertaken in house or 

outsourced, supplier selection, vendor management, supplier involvement in new product 

development and integration with suppliers in terms of IT, plant or people, are core to this 

component of an organisation’s operations model.  As business models have become more global 

and focused on customisation as a point of differentiation, operations model have had to make 

significant adjustments to how they configure their supply network with greater levels of supplier 

and customer collaboration in innovation now in evidence, a focus on agility and supply chain 

responsiveness, as well as maintaining control of supply chain risk across their network.  

iii) Process and technology: The third component of an operations model relates to the 

design, configuration and layout of its processes, and the associated decisions related to process 

technology (degree of integration, complexity, scalability, accessibility and feasibility).   

Technology has a profound impact on all operations from the degree to which it involves customers 

and the extended supply chain in delivery of a product or service, to the way in which it offers 

efficiency in information capture and management in the operation.  With the growth of new digital 

business models, traditional materials processing technologies are becoming less prevalent.  

Examples of such technologies include container handling equipment, automatic vending machines, 

flexible manufacturing systems and automatic warehouse facilities.  Information processing 

technologies on the other hand are growing in prominence and sophistication which ever more 

advanced GPS, management information systems, archival storage systems and financial 
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information systems, allowing a focus on process efficiency and value add.  As the degree of 

customer involvement in service design and delivery expands, it is no surprise that the 

sophistication of customer processing technologies has grown also, be it in healthcare, gaming, 

transport or security industries.   

iv) People development and organisation: This aspect of an operations model includes the 

continuous improvement activities which are associated with direct operations improvement or 

reform, or updating in line with changing industry or market requirements.  The activities 

associated with development and organisation as a key component of an operations model are 

generally connected to a series of medium and longer term decisions related to the governance and 

management of the operation on a continuing basis.  Specifically these decisions can be focused on 

how the operations people as a resource are integrated with the operation, what capabilities the 

operation needs to develop or enhance in order to remain competitive, and what the service concept 

is and how this is manifest through the product/services on offer. Connected to this idea of 

development is the approach that the operation adopts when it comes to radical or incremental 

product, service or process innovation and what quality management philosophies drive their daily 

operations (i.e. lean management; six sigma; or BPR).  How the operation engages with 

stakeholders - both internal and external - is an important element in this aspect of the operating 

model. The continuously evolving role that customers play in the service delivery process (Gouthier 

and Schmid, 2003), makes them the lynchpin of many operations models.  The digitalisation of 

many product and service platforms and addition of customer processing technologies within a 

variety of customer facing industries, requires decision makers to evaluate the extent to which they 

hand over responsibility for parts of the process to consumers, when designing, or updating, their 

operations model.   

 

2.5 Big Data and Operations Models  
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Across industry sectors, growing attention is being paid to Big Data and the analytics that 

support it.  Fosso Wamba et al., (2015, p. 235) define Big Data analytics as: “a holistic approach to 

manage, process and analyse the 5V’s in order to create actionable insights for sustained value 

delivery, measuring performance and establishing competitive advantages”.  From an operations 

point of view, there is evidence to suggest that Big Data and effective analytics, has been used to 

improve inventory optimization, operational planning, enhancing forecast accuracy, distribution 

transparency, and order frequency, and reducing lead time in processes (Chae et al., 2013; Hoffman 

2015; Mortenson et al., 2015).  

However, the growing hype around Big Data should be accompanied with some caution 

around its unfettered use in decision-making processes, as technology trajectories are set to outpace 

the ability of firms to adapt their business processes and understand this complex information 

source (Boyd and Crawford, 2012; Fox and Do, 2013; Hayashi, 2014).  In terms of operations and 

supply chain analytics, we contend that the use of Big Data needs to be approached in a strategic 

and systematic manner.  In other words, operations managers should critically examine how Big 

Data, as an information resource and potentially a source of knowledge, can be effectively used in 

the creation of value and achievement of aims around the performance objectives.  Referring to 

Figure 5 below, we contend that operations managers should consider how Big Data can be used to 

effectively manage each component of their operations model, and direct the allocation of resources 

accordingly, in order to leverage improvements in the areas of performance which are relevant to 

their operations strategy.  Our case studies are guided by this framework.   
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Figure 3 Big Data Driven Decision Making (adapted from Slack et al., 2011) 

 

3. Case Studies 

3.1 Case Study Design 

This research tries to understand how Big Data is being integrated by firms into their 

operations models. Hence a case study approach was adopted focusing on four firms in different 

sectors scoped around the theoretical framework in Figure 3. The case study design involved a 

comparison of four cases drawn from retailing, electronics, automobiles and e-commerce.  We 

followed Levy’s (2008) ‘theory-guided case studies’, as opposed to conventional inductive case 

studies, in our gathering and analysing of the evidence collected.  .    

In order to maximize the ability to draw conclusions and external validity, a multiple case 

study approach is adopted (Eisenhardt, 1989).  To incorporate the replication logic, this research 

employed a multiple case study method to gather data. Furthermore, in order to explore the impact 

of Big Data on operations models, four cases focusing on the dimensions of operations models, 

were purposively selected.  In line with Levy’s (2008) theory-guided case studies, we framed our 

case analysis to enable the production of ‘causal explanations based on a logically coherent 
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theoretical argument that generates testable implications’.  Our approach was also informed by 

Patton’s (1990) theoretical sampling approach in choosing cases which are likely to help extend or 

build theory around the role of Big Data in enabling new operations models in an organisation.  The 

analysis of our cases studies is determined by the framework outlined in figure 3 relating to the 

dimensions and measurements of operations models, allowing us to examine the selected 

underpinning theoretical concepts. This theoretical framing of the data enables consistent 

comparison between the key operations model characteristics across the case studies.  

Information was mainly gathered from secondary sources (with the exception of Philips 

where some face to face interviews were conducted), including published media interviews, 

company published materials, industrial journals and trade magazines, newspapers, as well as 

various online sources. The construct validity of our cases were achieved by developing constructs 

through a literature review, use of multiple sources of evidence, establishing a chain of evidence, 

and having each of the co-authors independently and then collectively review the case study reports 

(Miles and Huberman, 1984; Yin 1993).  In accordance with Eisenhardt (1989), the internal validity 

is established by linking the analysis to prior theory identified in literature review, expert peer 

review, and the development of diagrams, to demonstrate the internal consistency of the 

information collected.  

The data analysis was structured around key concepts critically derived from our literature 

review and text mining work.  Adopting Miles & Huberman’s (1984) recommendations, initially a 

“with-in” case analysis was conducted to identify the different sets of operational practices. Later, a 

cross-case analysis was adopted to identify similar or differentiating patterns in the data acquired. 

While the within case analysis identified the unique capabilities of the company’s practices, cross 

case analysis brought about generalisations in the results.  

 

3.2 Royal Philips  
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Founded in 1891, Royal Philips (a.k.a. Philips) is a Dutch company considered an innovator 

in the lighting industry as producer of the first incandescent bulb lamp. Philips is headquartered in 

Amsterdam and spans its activities across three businesses: healthcare, lighting, and consumer 

lifestyle. In 2011, the CEO - Frans van Houten - started an enduring transformation program called 

Accelerate with the aim of promoting variety in the product portfolio by offering integrated 

solutions (i.e. products linked to other products or services), fostering locally relevant innovations 

and promoting connected products. As part of this program, Philips exited the lighting business and 

turned its attentions to the healthcare field in order to reinforce its market share. 

 The interdependencies which exist between healthcare and consumer lifestyle businesses 

have presented considerable opportunities for Philips in the creation and management of Big Data 

created by their customers through the use of Philips devices. For example, the HealthSuite Digital 

Platform (HSDP) is an open cloud-based data infrastructure which collects data created through 

health and lifestyle technologies, and is now used by care professionals, as well as patients, to 

access medical data and make adjustments to care plans as appropriate.  

 The HSDP allows third party developers to examine the data and develop applications for 

use at hospital sites or patients’ homes in the monitoring of health status, prediction of illness, and 

forecasting of resources required for ad hoc care. Specifically, within the Hospital-to-Home suite of 

telehealth programs, HSDP hosts three applications: eCareCoordinator, eCareManager, and 

eCareCompanion. eCareCoordinator is designed to give clinicians and care professionals real 

access to vital signs data to match them with patients historical medical records, facilitated by daily, 

remote monitoring of patients.  eCareManager is implemented at hospital sites to assist in patient 

management as it collects, integrates, analyses and processes all data generated by Philips 

connected medical appliances. eCareCompanion is used by outpatients as an interface that allows 

them to track, independently, their own vital signs and be more aware and accountable for their own 

health status. 
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In building a digital ecosystem around their products, Philips has effectively defined a new 

supply chain and is focused on fostering strategic relationships to maintain the innovative trajectory 

it is on. Philips management has gone through a process of reinventing their operating model, that 

of a traditional diversified high tech company, by re-orientating the relationship between products 

and processes, stakeholder (employee and customer) integration, the role of technology and use of 

data. The HSDP, alone, has enabled the redesign of Philips’ operations model. Being an open 

cloud-based platform it enables third parties to engage with Philips by developing apps to be 

adopted by care professionals and customers. By doing that, Philips has profoundly innovated the 

way it integrates with partners along the supply chain. Moreover, HSDP leverages Philips 

knowledge of integrated and connected solutions by fostering the adoption of its own products, 

supported by the development of third-party softwares. Internal processes and technology 

management result here organised in a platform where Philips acts as a leader and dictates the rules 

third parties have to stick to when engaging in collaboration and innovation activities. The use of 

Big Data as the engine of this supply chain platform reinforces the value created by professionals 

and customers for both in-patients and out-patients and care professionals. 

 

3.3 eBay 

 EBay, a world leading online retailer founded in 1995 in the USA, provides a platform for 

online auctions linking buyers and sellers and thereby enabling consumer to consumer sales 

services via the internet.  Its revenue was around $8.8 billion, with 162 million active users, and its 

Gross merchandise volume, or the value of goods transacted across eBay’s platforms, came in at 

$19.58 billion in 2016.3  With over 100 million customers who list items in 30000 categories, eBay 

processes thousands of dollars of transactions every second.  However, transaction processing is 

                                                 
3http://www.forbes.com/sites/ryanmac/2016/04/26/ebay-shows-signs-of-recovery-as-sales-grow-in-first-
quarter/#60cf001fced0 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/ryanmac/2016/04/26/ebay-shows-signs-of-recovery-as-sales-grow-in-first-quarter/#60cf001fced0
http://www.forbes.com/sites/ryanmac/2016/04/26/ebay-shows-signs-of-recovery-as-sales-grow-in-first-quarter/#60cf001fced0
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just the tip of the iceberg, and processing the massive amounts of customer journey data is an 

enormous challenge.  Asking a simple question, such as ‘what were the top search items yesterday’, 

involves processing 5 billion page views.  To run more complex sentiment analysis, network 

analysis and image analysis would overwhelm any traditional transactional database.   

 The data challenge for EBay is truly enormous: it captures 50TB of machine generated data 

every day (particularly web metrics), and processes over 100PB of data altogether.  The data tells 

eBay what people do and how they navigate the website.  However, as described by its Head of 

Global Business Analytics at eBay, Mr David Stevenson, collecting web metrics data is like 

mounting a video camera on the head of every customer going into a supermarket; and recording 

everything every customer does generates the equivalent of 100 million hours of customer 

interactions every month.  The data challenge is significant in terms of Volume, Velocity and to a 

lesser extent, Variety, even though much of the data is generated on its own systems and is owned 

by the firm.    

To address the Big Data challenge, eBay split its data analytics in three platforms.4  The first 

platform is a traditional enterprise data warehouse, from Teradata, which forms the foundation for 

transactional processing.  The system is essentially a massive relational database, which captures 

50TB of data every day.  Historically the firm kept a sample of 1% of the data and discarded the 

rest due to the prohibitively high cost for data storage and processing.  However, this also limited 

the ability of the firm to understand the customer journey and ask new questions.  Around 85% of 

the analytics questions are new or unknown, according to its Head of Global Business Analytics, 

Mr David Stevenson.  The second platform was added in 2009 to store all customer journey data 

more efficiently at low cost.  A custom data warehouse was developed called Singularity.  The new 

system offers 100 fold increase in capacity for the same price as the old solution, which allows the 

                                                 
4 How big data powers the eBay customer journey. http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240219736/Case-Study-
How-big-data-powers-the-eBay-customer-journey 

http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240219736/Case-Study-How-big-data-powers-the-eBay-customer-journey
http://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240219736/Case-Study-How-big-data-powers-the-eBay-customer-journey
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processing of hundreds of Petabytes of raw customer journal data.  In addition, the firm also built a 

two 20000-node Hadoop clusters with 80PB capacity as its third data platform.  

 The three data platforms together enable eBay to conduct a variety of data analysis and offer 

new services to customers.  For example, the data enables eBay to understand what works on the 

website, such as whether site visitors prefer bigger or smaller pictures.  It also enables eBay to 

present query tips based on topics that eBay ‘power users’ have already asked, which helps eBay 

sellers to determine whether it is best to set a low auction reserve price, whether free shipping 

matters and any other possible questions related to selling an item successfully on eBay.  Such new 

capabilities are underpinning a series of changes in eBay’s operations model, and in the operations 

models of many eBay online sellers.  For example, eBay can now provide online sellers real time 

information about their eBay enabled sales, which helps them to sell more goods.  This would 

indirectly satisfy the buyers better on eBay with a speedier and better shopping experience.  The 

result for eBay is increased sales and revenues.  In doing so the capacity is increased, and the 

supply chain network is optimised.  Big Data also enables eBay to use predictive analytics to 

achieve new revenue streams, greater speed to market and enhanced business flexibility.   

 

3.4 Walmart 

 As the largest retailer in the world, Walmart is leveraging the power of Big Data to improve 

their operational efficiency and to tailor their marketing campaigns in order to better deliver value 

to their 245 million customers.  With 10,900 stores, 10 active websites and nearly half a trillion 

dollars in annual revenue, Walmart can collect data in considerable volume; 2.5 petabytes of 

unstructured data from 1 million customers every hour (www.dezyre.com). Point of sales data, 

inventory and logistics tracking data, competitive intelligence, and trends revealed through social 

media and the behaviours of individual customers reflect the variety of data that Walmart collates 

and analyses daily. 

http://www.dezyre.com/
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In 2012, Walmart consolidated their 10 separate websites into one so that all the 

unstructured data generated is collected into a new Hadoop cluster.  Currently, the vast data 

ecosystem at Walmart analyses close to 100 million keywords on daily basis to optimize the 

bidding of each keyword.  Through the use of Big Data, Walmart has transformed its decision 

making across the different pillars of their business model, resulting in increased sales – online and 

instore.  

 Through Walmart Labs, a product called the Social Genome has allowed Walmart to 

effectively ‘listen’ to what their customers are saying online.  The Global Customer Insights 

analysis estimates that Walmart sees close to 300,000 social mentions every week.  Social Genome 

is a Big Data analytics solution that analyses billions of Facebook messages, tweets, YouTube 

videos and blog postings. Through on the analytics produced through Social Genome, Walmart is 

reaching their customers or friends of customers who tweet or mention something about the 

products of Walmart to inform them about the product and offer them special discount. Through the 

combination of click streams, social and behavioural data, and proprietary data (customer 

purchasing data and contact information), Walmart are able to effectively target customers directly, 

who might have referred to a product online to inform them about that exact product. Such targeted 

advertising and tailored promotions, unmatched so far by others in this retail sector, encourage 

customers to purchase and create loyalty.   

 Through customer tracking technologies, Walmart has a deep insight into customer 

preferences and individual buying behaviours.  The information collected enables them to 

effectively manage another important pillar in their operations model - that of their supply network 

and the thousands of suppliers they have globally.  Walmart’s analytics extends very much into its 

supply network.  It is estimated that Walmart currently has 17,400 suppliers across 80 countries 

(Sanders, 2014), all connected through the company’s inventory-management system, called Retail 

Link.  This system enables suppliers to see the exact number of their products on every shelf of 
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every store, on a real time basis. The system shows the rate of sales by the hour, by the day, over 

the past year and beyond. Introduced in the 1990s, Retail Link gives suppliers a complete overview 

of when and how their products are selling, and with what other products in the shopping cart (The 

Economist, 2010). Through this system, and insight into real time demand in stores, suppliers can 

organise replenishment as well as search for information on forecasts, sales and shipments. The 

impact is that suppliers can now base production requirements on accurate, real-time sales data.  For 

Walmart, they no longer have to place orders directly with suppliers, keeping their inventory costs 

at a minimum whilst also improving customer services by reducing stock outs in store.  Through 

collaborative planning with suppliers and the sharing of Big Data, Walmart have been able to 

smooth out inventory flows through the supply chain. 

 As well as integrating their suppliers more explicitly, Walmart has also worked proactively 

on applications that directly involve the demand side of their supply chain: their customers. 

Through Walmart Labs, the organisation has developed an application called Get on the Shelf, 

which uses crowdsourcing to elicit ideas from customers.  Proposed products are put before a 

voting public to determine whether they should be stocked by the chain nationally.  Acknowledging 

the limitations with being ‘locked-in’ conventional cloud based platforms which often lack 

flexibility, speed and scalability, the engineers at Walmart designed their own cloud technology 

called OneOps which has allowed them to develop and launch new products to customers with 

greater speed and control (walmartlabs.com). 

Walmart have also comprehensively integrated Big Data in terms of operations scheduling 

through the implementation of a workforce management system that schedules workers based on 

predictions of when customers will be most likely to shop.  The employment of data analytics is not 

only used to more flexibly manage workforce capacity within Walmart, but the analytics of social 

data is used to optimise inventory decisions across their network of stores.  Through the analysis of 
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social media, the company is able to track potential changes in product demand and alter inventory 

at locations accordingly.   

 In terms of process technology, Walmart have made a number of significant technological 

developments in their process that have revolutionised how they involve their customers in the 

purchase process, and how they use a customer’s mobile technology.  Each store’s wifi network 

allows the company to track customers as they move through the store and also collects behavioural 

data that customers provide as they compare prices, check items and coupons during their visit in-

store.  This data is then stored in the company’s search engine called Polaris and combined with 

customer data Walmart. om (Neef, 2014).  Polaris uses semantic search technology that understands 

the contextual meaning of a shopper’s search and in doing so, generates more meaningful results.   

Another push has been to “mobilise the store”. Each Walmart store has its own layout that requires 

up-to-date information about every product in terms of availability and location. The aim is to bring 

all this to mobile applications, making shopping easier for Walmart customers. Search My Store 

helps customers quickly and easily navigate their local Walmart. They can search for an item and 

find available products in the store, the aisle products are located and product reviews 

(http://www.walmartlabs.com/innovation/labs/).  

3.5 Volkswagen  

Volkswagen have evolved over time into a systems integrator and contract manufacturer. Its 

operations model involved providing a supplier with a master specification that addressed an 

assumed or forecasted market need in accordance with government regulations such as 

requirements regarding safety, speed, emissions and so on.  Furthermore, Volkswagen (VW) 

expected its suppliers to develop components and subsystems in line with strict performance 

specifications. This resulted in much of the innovation and knowledge regarding how to address 

these requirements remaining with the individual suppliers, rather than being passed on to the car 

manufacturer. 

http://www.walmartlabs.com/innovation/labs/
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In order to integrate Big Data into their operations model, the carmaker is now considering 

how it can address a number of structural challenges within the organisation and industry.  First is 

the realisation that if  it is to become a Big Data company producing smart connected cars, it must 

adapt its traditional manufacturing production processes to become more consumer centric.  Part of 

the response to this challenge has seen the company get involved in the production of components 

which produce data in order to generate information. The company has built a Big Data lab5 that is 

generating predictive models for engine failure as well as building systems that utilize Big Data for 

generating real time map data for autonomous driving, and transmitting them to their fleet. 

Additionally, the Lab is integrating third party data such as weather data to offer innovative services 

around electric vehicles such as real time calculations based on current weather and conditions.  

As the car industry shifts its focus towards addressing the needs of the service economy, 

VW are changing their production capacity from private car manufacturer to mobility provider. 

They have initially begun developing this capacity through strategic partnerships with external 

firms. For instance, the riding hailing market is the fastest growing city mobility market segment. A 

key technology enabling the emergence of this segment is Big Data (Manyika et al., 2011). VW 

have recently set up a strategic partnership with Gett (an app which connects customers with taxi 

drivers). Using the Gett application consumers can book on demand rides instantly or pre-book 

future rides. The Gett technology leverages Big Data, predictive algorithms and artificial 

intelligence and offers a scalable and dynamic approach to managing capacity.  VW aim to use the 

Big Data predictive analytical capacity provided by Gett to identify, target and expand its 

operational model into emerging mobility service market segments in Europe.  The competitiveness 

of the VW operational model is therefore evolving with Big Data from a focus on production 

                                                 
5 The key task of the Big Data Lab (which was created in 2014 and is based in Munich)  is the development 
of innovative IT solutions for analyzing data patterns, for example with reference to component quality. The 
results will help improve processes and product properties as well as contributing to the development of new 
products. Another topic is the networking of vehicles with their environment – from the smartphone to 
public traffic management.  
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efficiencies (as per tradition in the car industry) to a focus on agility and adaptability in how it 

delivers value to customers.  

At a supply chain level most of VW’s focus is downstream with their distribution network 

and after sales service. They are developing a fleet of “smart cars” in which all their vehicles will 

exchange data on performance and maintenance with their service centres. This information will be 

used to improve after sales performance.  VW is also experimenting with differential service 

recovery approaches based on prescriptive and predictive uses of Big Data. For instance, they have 

developed linguistic software to enable the interpretation and integration of dealership and customer 

service data from different country sources including China, Mexico and India. Previously this 

information had been isolated and stored in individual silos but now it is centrally collected, stored 

and analysed. As such, statements from customers related to product or service complaints, or 

operational problems, can be compared across regions, regardless of language barriers. This allows 

VW to track customer satisfaction and issues with product quality on a close to real time basis, and 

expedite appropriate resolutions.   

Directly related to their supply chain improvement efforts is the attention VW are paying to  

leveraging procurement efficiencies.  For example, they recently assessed the demand curve across 

their parts portfolio going back to 1996, which was comprised of 400,000 different parts, and  

represented some 32m transactions. Using this historic data they built and extrapolated forward 

11,000 demand curves for different car parts.  Based on these patterns, forecast quality improved by 

80% within the dataset.     

Reducing inventory is also a major aim of the carmaker and at the depot in Kassel they have 

introduced a Big Data improvement process that emphasises stock reduction and optimisation 

techniques.  At this depot, VW are using a range of data mining techniques for predicting parts 

picking performance. Currently it monitors picking KPIs in a partially automated operation across 

70,000 daily order lines, with its operations analysts monitoring its service levels, lead times and 
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loading time. In 2017, VW will introduce a new application (SAP HANA) which will combine data 

from across 30 operating systems to make predictive calculations about worker and team 

productivity.  

Leveraging Big Data in their operations model is a huge challenge for VW since the Big 

Data business is very different from the traditional car manufacturing. The car maker did not take 

the early strategic initiative to integrate Big Data.  Rather it seemed to be responding to the social 

pressures (Di Maggio and Powell, 1983) forced upon it by new entrants into the sector, who were 

appearing to normalise the use of Big Data into their operations decision making. VW have been 

forced to take control of their Big Data strategy, reconciling traditional manufacturing technologies 

with new processing technologies, supported by strategic partnerships with Big Data firms (online 

mobile data services) as well as other ICT suppliers (sensors) in the automotive value chain. 

However, in the field of autonomous driving it is clearly firms such as Google, Tesla or Uber and 

start ups like Faraday Future who are defining the strategic agenda of what Big Data is needed in 

the operations model and how often predictions have to be updated for autonomous driving.  

 

4. Cross Case Analysis 

In designing operations models, organisations can use Big Data to either improve their 

existing operations processes and/or identify transformation opportunities. The successful 

integration of Big Data into an operations model is largely dependent on collecting and managing 

the right kinds of data and analysing patterns which are appropriate to the operations model and its 

competitive environment.  In the cases studies examined in this paper, we set out to explore how big 

data has been used to improve, redesign and transform the four components of their operations 

models.  In designing the case studies, we did not focus on performance outcomes at a granular 

level but rather how operations models were adapted or changed - as such performance 
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improvements were implicitly, as opposed to explicitly, examined.  In comparing across the four 

case studies, we were able to identify a number of emergent trends, which will now be discussed.   

  

4.1  Managing Capacity using Big Data 

Defined as the productive activity of an organisation, capacity has been greatly affected by 

the growth of digital platforms, online marketplaces, and the predictive capabilities of Big Data.  

Big Data was used across all of the cases to tighten operational forecasts, thereby directly impacting 

capacity planning strategies.  The analysis of behavioural data of customers and employees serves 

as basis for Walmart’s capacity management strategy and forecasting approach, which directly 

affects how they manage their human resources and stock in store. Through optimised and flexible 

scheduling, the company can expect minimal losses linked to excess staffing capacity.  As 

workforce costs, in store, account for 30% of the average retailer's fixed cost (McKinsey, 2011), 

managing this aspect of capacity closely is a worthwhile task.  Also, continuous monitoring of store 

capacities directly informs the decision making process around store layout and product 

configuration on a real time basis.   In combining multiple datasets such as past sales data, weather 

predictions and seasonal sales cycles, Walmart have been able to improve their stock forecasting.  

Through its’ connected network of smart devices connecting hospitals and patients globally, 

Philips leverages the Big Data collected to respond, and plan capacity scheduling accordingly for 

hospitals around patients needs. On the one hand, Philips increases its knowledge of hospitals’ 

internal processes to streamline them with the design and development of innovative products and 

services. On the other hand, through the analysis of the patients’ use of its products and services 

Philips are able to use the knowledge and wisdom gained around the embedding of technical 

solutions in new personalised care solutions, to make longer term capacity decisions.  

From an online retailing perspective, ebay uses its Big Data capabilities to provide online 

sellers real time information about their sales, which helps these sellers to sell more goods and 
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satisfy buyers better with a speedier and better shopping experience.  The result for eBay is 

increased sales and revenues.  In doing so the capacity is further increased through Big Data.  

From the perspective of capacity planning in VW, Big Data is being analysed at a granular 

country level so that production planning can be configured according to the environment and 

product preferences, or requirements, of different countries. At the customer level, customer 

expectations are requiring an increase in the capacity and service offering around “infotainment”.  

Therefore, in planning future design and production capacity, VW are using Big Data analytics to 

find behavioural clues of the expectations of their customer regarding what services they want 

providing in their cars (e.g. smart phone connectivity, GPS tracking, and entertainment). It is clear 

that VW is acutely aware of the risk of losing future market share by failing to evolve its 

forecasting, design and production capacity with Big Data. They have therefore also sought to build 

capacity through recent acquisitions, investments and partnerships (Inrix for example) they have 

made, coupled with their focus on adding human capacity in the form of data scientists.  

 

4.2  Transforming Relationships 

We observed that relationships between an operation and its key suppliers have been 

redesigned to some extent, through Big Data. New modes of engagement with the supply chain 

have emerged that allow expedited information transfer, idea sharing, real time inventory and 

product tracking.  In relation to Walmart, volumes of social media are being used not only to predict 

trends and product preference across different product groups, but social media data is being used to 

drive supply chain decisions around the location of inventory. Using Big Data in this way in the 

automotive sector is not uncommon, but Walmart are leading the way in their application in retail.  

Their best-in-class approach to inventory management allows them to hold much lower levels of 

stock, as orders are so tightly coupled with real time demand signals.   
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Philips, Walmart and VW have all actively worked to better understand their supply chain 

configuration and assess how they can leverage the knowledge that resides with supply chain 

partners.  In the past however, VW delegated its Big Data research and decision making in the 

supply chain to its suppliers. As a result, some of its suppliers, such as Bosch, became Big Data 

firms leaving them behind.  Much of the innovation and knowledge regarding Big Data 

requirements remained with individual suppliers, rather than being passed onto VW. With the 

arrival of new entrants into car industry they noticed how strategically important Big Data was 

becoming to the sector and the advantages it could have in product development and building 

operations and supply chain decision making, to the extent that it is now a central component of 

their proposed 2018 strategy.  It seems that for traditional manufacturers, there exists unexploited 

potential to consider how they can really embed a culture of co-creation around product 

development and product lifecycle management with input from different stakeholders, including 

suppliers.  In VW, as is the case with many car makers, there is still a degree of hesitancy to share 

data, particularly customer data as it represents a strong source of revenue. Likewise suppliers have 

been reluctant to share data also.   

The Philips approach to managing data, and innovation, through their supply chain is 

somewhat different however.  The Philips case shows how Big Data has created the basis to 

establish a new supply chain where customers (both hospitals and patients) co-develop innovative 

healthcare solutions by generating data and providing them to Philips and supply chain partners 

(e.g. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, SURFsara National Research Infrastructure, 

Salesforce). Using virtual collaboration sites, Philips have been able to source and share ideas in the 

spirit of ‘open innovation’.  

In the case of eBay, the supply network is optimised through the use of Big Data.  Big Data 

enables eBay to provide real time information to its online sellers, which helps these sellers to make 
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timely adjustments in order to improve the shopping experiences of customers.  The result is 

increased sales and revenues for the sellers, larger fees for eBay, and more satisfied customers.   

 

4.3  Process Improvements through Big Data 

Through sophisticated information processing and customer processing technologies, all 

cases exhibited improvements in the speed at which they can now fulfil different parts of their 

process.  This has been largely facilitated by the integration or overlapping of different types of 

technologies: from the systems used to track and process customers in Walmart (customer 

technologies), to the collection of details relating to their purchases, preferences and demographics 

(information technologies), to the real time tracking of inventory and supplier orders (material 

processing technologies).  What is noteworthy is the degree of connectivity between these different 

types of technologies.  The connectedness of the system architecture described in the Walmart case 

makes it scalable which is important given the volume and variety of the data that is generated. 

Walmart shows how a physical product retailer can leverage data as an asset to drive down 

cost through a leaner approach to managing inventory whereby it requires its suppliers to track and 

coordinate inventories through integrated RFID tagging systems. From a customer perspective, 

through the integration of Hadoop and NoSQL technologies, the shopping experience as a process 

has been revolutionised for Walmart customers.  Through an overhaul of their global websites and 

the development of innovative applications that personalise customer experience while also 

increasing the efficiency of their logistics, Walmart are able to offer a more customised service, 

ensuring that the ‘right’ products are in the right place, at the right time.  Also the Philips case 

shows how the information processing technology is primarily aimed at extracting knowledge from 

Big Data. That is in fact the main strategic and operations target through which Philips internal 

processes are designed to transform raw data into meaningful insights for developing innovative 

care solutions, and integrating supply chain stakeholders into the core business.     
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Big Data is extensively used to support refinement of the purchasing transaction as a 

process, both within eBay itself and by eBay sellers and customers.  For example, the data enables 

enables eBay to diagnose what works best on the website, such as whether site visitors prefer bigger 

or smaller pictures, which can help make better decisions. It also enables eBay to present query tips 

based on topics that eBay ‘power users’ have already asked, which helps eBay sellers to determine 

whether it is best to set a low auction reserve price, whether free shipping matters and any other 

possible questions related to selling an item successfully on eBay.  Such new capabilities are 

underpinning a series of process changes in eBay’s operations model, and in the operations models 

of many sellers.  

Process improvement is also in evidence at VW as they sought to synchronise their parts 

procurements and logistics, in line with customer orders. Reducing aftermarket inventory is now a 

major strategy for the carmaker, from process and planning improvement, to stock and goods-flow 

systems. For example, at its Depot Kassel the car maker are introducing Big Data mining 

techniques to predict and improves its parts picking performance. As previously mentioned, 

currently it monitors picking KPIs in a partially automated operation across 70,000 daily order 

lines, with its operations analysts monitoring its service levels, lead times and loading time. By 

2017 this will be fully automated and configured using SAP HANA software with parts service 

performance predicted to improve by 40%.  

 

4.4  Big Data and Organisational Development 

In each of the case studies, we observe that there is a degree of flow and connectivity 

between the sources of Big Data, and a culture of relative openness in how this data is managed 

within the organisation.  Be it point of sales data, information about inventory & logistics, 

competitive intelligence, trends revealed through social media or transactional details for individual 

customers, data analysts within each of the case study organisations have access across these 
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fragmented data sets and are able, without bureaucracy, to pull them together.  What this enables is 

a movement beyond ‘data’ in its most basic form, present in structured or unstructured silos of 

information, but instead allows progression towards identification of patterns or trends across data 

sources, thereby creating knowledge and wisdom which can inform decision making within the 

operation and organisation.  In all cases, the data analysts have relative freedom to ‘ask new 

questions’ of the data and be creative with how they analyse it.  This flexibility and autonomy is 

important for these internal customers who are in high demand across sectors.  For example, a study 

by McKinsey (2011) predicted that by 2018 the U.S. could face a shortage of between 140,000 to 

190,000 people with deep analytical skills, and a shortage of 1.5 million managers and analysts who 

know how to leverage data analysis to make effective decisions. 

As well as possessing the right ‘human capital’ to unlock wisdom from the data, the case 

study organisations showed a marked shift in how they engaged with another important stakeholder 

- their external customers.  In an era of digitalisation and ever shortening product lifecycles, the 

innovation process is one which can serve to sustain organisations. Both Philips and Walmart 

leverage novel crowdsourcing methodologies to collaborate with their customers or lead users, in 

order to converge on new product ideas and tailor innovative solutions of customers’ needs.   

Crowdsourcing, defined as the idea of taking a task that has previously been done by a clearly 

defined person or group and directing it to an undefined group via an open call (Howe, 2008), is 

enabled through the integration of customer processing technologies (through their website in the 

case of Walmart). Through Get On The Shelf, customers have a direct forum in which they can 

offer feedback on potential new product offerings and essentially affect the product lines stocked.  

This not only reduces the risk associated with some product launches and expediates the product 

innovation process but also allows enables the customer to feel involved - an important aspect of 

crowdsourcing.  Across the case studies, Big Data is clearly being used to affect change at different 

levels of the operations model, through its integration into different decision making processes.   
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5.  How Big Data Transforms Operations Models: A Framework  

In this paper we set out to examine the role of Big Data in affecting some, or all, 

components of an organisation’s operations model, in order to generate value for the organisation.  

Through examination of four cross-sectional case studies, we observe that Big Data can be 

leveraged to: 1) incrementally adjust or improve some components of the operations model; 2) 

assist in the redesign or reconfiguration of the operations model and its components; or, 3) it can 

radically transform the operations model.  Despite the element of subjective judgement involved in 

determining the level of change along a particular dimension in an organisation, this classification 

can be used by researchers and managers to understand the nature of organisational change enabled 

by big data.  Following our analysis, we present a tentative framework (Figure 4) which can be used 

both for understanding how Big Data affects operations models, and for planning changes in 

operations models through Big Data. 
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Figure 4:  A Framework for Big Data and Changes in Operations Models 

 

The framework acknowledges the multidimensional nature of Big Data in its presentation of the 

four types of decision making that can be facilitated - descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and 

prescriptive.  The framework is pivoted around Big Data and shows how different levels of Big 

Data integration can impact change across the core dimensions of operations models - capacity, 

process and technology, supply network and, people development and organisation.  The different 

degrees of change are represented from incremental change through to radical transformations.  

Following the case analysis, we observe that Big Data has largely been used to make adjustments at 

the incremental level, with transformational change in the operations model the exception rather 

than the rule.   

Across the cases we observed that Big Data does not affect change equally across the 

dimensions of operations models but rather that it was used, with differing levels of complexity and 

integration, in the manipulation of some components more so than others.  In Figure 5, we plot the 

extent of change or manipulation (incremental, redesign or transformational) in each component of 

the operations models, across the four case studies.  Despite the subjective element involved in 

determining the levels of change along each of the dimensions, this figure is helpful for researchers 

and manager in clearly visualising the patterns of change both within an organisation and when 

comparing multiple organisations.   

Visual examination of the Figure 5 indicates that each organisation approached the 

application of Big Data across their operations model in different ways and with varying degrees of 

complexity.  Perhaps unsurprisingly we see that process and technology adoption changed quite 

radically across three of the four cases, as a result of Big Data.  EBay reported more incremental 

improvements in their technology due to Big Data.  What we can infer here is that the extent of 

change across operations models is relative:  Ebay had already developed a heavily digitised and 
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complex IT infrastructure, such that the alterations that have been enabled by Big Data have been 

improvements on an already technically complex and integrated digital ecosystem.  This stands in 

stark contrast to VW, positioned in the auto industry which is traditionally a much ‘heavier’ 

industry with slower clock speed and less agility compared to more service dominant industries.  In 

the ‘servitisation’ of their business model, VW have focused on using Big Data to revolutionise 

their process design and technology, as well as how they predict demand at a regional level and 

adapt capacity accordingly.  

   

Figure 5:  Big Data and Changes in Operations Models across the Case Studies 

 

 From Figure 5 we can also observe that how organisations are leveraging their supply chain 

relationships has also been affected through the integration of Big Data (with three out of the four 
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case studies showing evidence of redesign of this component of their operations model). This is not 

unsurprising given the increasing level of technology adoption and push for innovation across 

product and service platforms (across industries), that require collaboration and input from often 

more technologically adept suppliers.   

In this discussion we use Figure 5 to compare across cases, but do suggest a note of caution 

in how one interprets changes between operations models.  The industries in which our case study 

companies reside are very different in nature - their clock speed, dynamism, digital development 

and technology - and therefore changes in operations models should be compared, relative to where 

the organisation was before the application and integration of Big Data.  For example, eBay is not 

inherently less radical in how it uses Big Data in its operations model, as Figure 7 might imply, but 

has a different starting point.  

 

6. Conclusions and Future Research Agenda 

In this paper, we reviewed previous studies of Big Data and operations models, and used 

four case studies to illustrate the potential of Big Data in incrementally improving, redesigning and 

transforming operations models.  Despite the various strategic reasons that have often been used to 

justify Big Data in different sectors, and the potential of Big Data in facilitating transformational 

changes in organisations, our research found that most existing research has so far focused on 

incremental improvements in operations, and these studies often lacked coherent theoretical 

framing.  This limited the ability of researchers to draw effectively on the work of each other; and 

reduced the ability of practitioners to maximise potential benefit from academic research.  In this 

paper, we develop a framework to link Big Data with changes in operations models.  The 

framework can serve both as a cognitive tool to guide future research and understanding; and a 

planning tool for Big Data applications in real organisations. Organisations that make successful 

use of Big Data are those that have improved their capability to turn data into intelligence and take 
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actionable insights; whilst big data analytics in the sphere of operations models underscores the 

importance of leveraging the value of other resources including human and IT resources and 

capabilities.  

The research highlighted a range of theoretical and practical issues that need to be 

examined.  For example, what is big data?  Does it have to meet all conditions of the 3Vs or 5Vs in 

order to qualify as big data; or could it be regarded as Big Data when only one or some of the Vs 

are featured?  How could Big Data be used, which might range from ad hoc use for incremental 

improvements by refining operations, to more systematic use of Big Data to redesign business 

processes and change operations models.  How could the impact of using Big Data in organisations 

be systematically understood, which could range from improving existing operations models, to 

introducing new services and creating new revenue streams, to transforming and disrupting old 

operations models and supply networks.   

Information is defined as data interpreted into a meaningful framework, whereas knowledge 

is information that has been authenticated and thought to be true (Vance, 1997). This research 

revealed that one of the challenges is that Big Data is often treated as ‘knowledge’ when in fact 

there are transformative processes and advanced data analytics that are required in order to make 

this data ‘useful’.  The capabilities of organisations in extracting knowledge and intelligence from 

raw Big Data will increasingly become a core competence for organisations.   

We also noted significant challenges in implementing Big Data at the operational and 

process levels.  This view is supported by Kumar et al., (2016: 10) who noted that gathering and 

analysing more data does not always correlate with improved operational performance: “not 

everything can be digitised; and we cannot assume that automation is always advantageous to 

operations model design; this is because our ability to handle large amount of data (in real time) 

and use it to make both rapid and effective operational interventions is limited”.  The assumption of 

completeness that surrounds much of the narrative on Big Data should be treated with caution, 
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given the abundance of information that can’t be digitised, in the form of social cues or the subtle 

intricacies of face-to-face interaction, for example; or tacit knowledge and experience in people’s 

head.  Such things cannot be captured or included in Big Data and therefore are likely to be 

downplayed in data-driven decision making processes.  

It should also be noted that not all decisions will be based on data – in other words, some 

decisions should not be data-driven (Brynjofsson, 2014). Risks and challenges are emerging 

especially when we: i) question the technical and managerial ability to crunch the large amount of  

data available, ii)  overlook or underestimate the value of the information that can be extracted. As a 

consequence, the use of Big Data introduces high stakes for organisations because it makes 

measurable what has been traditionally unmeasurable; and it implies the abandoning of sampling 

techniques in the decision-making process in favor of adopting predictive analytics that reveal 

specific correlations among phenomena. 

Our research confirms the work of Fosso Wamba et al (2015) that to remain competitive our 

cases will need to overhaul their big data strategies in the digital economy.  Furthermore, these 

firms need to embed a more sophisticated analytics culture in order to handle, manage, interpret and 

analyse big data (Kiron, Prentice and Ferguson, 2014). For practitioners, there is a need to find the 

right skills if  they are to optimise their implementation of Big Data (Schroeck et al., 2012). As 

argued by McAfee et al., (2012) the enormous amount of Big Data requires cleaning and 

organising, which necessitates recruiting technically and analytically sound data scientists.  

Business leaders need to make sure that data scientists are well conversant about business and 

governance issues and possess the necessary skills to talk in the language of business (Davenport, 

2014).  Another challenge for practitioners is to develop both their technology infrastructure and 

business processes (Batty, 2013, Fosso-Wamba et al., 2015). We urge practitioners to ensure safe 

handling of individual and organisational privacy in the context of Big Data (Kitchin, 2014), as the 
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privacy concern is becoming more significant in this environment and should receive greater 

attention (McAfee and Brynjolfsson,  2012).   

Much remains to be done and three types of research are particularly required.  Firstly, more 

research is needed to develop and validate the framework to link Big Data with changes in 

operations models in different types of organisations. This will require both theoretical and 

empirical research.  Secondly, new research is particularly needed to gather detailed evidence on 

real life examples and industry best practices of using Big Data to enable the transformation of 

operations models and the development of new operations models in different sectors and domains, 

and explore lessons that can be learnt from such cases.  This will enable us to develop deeper 

understanding of the opportunities and challenges involved, and use the new capabilities of Big 

Data to facilitate transformational changes in operations models; and articulate and measure the 

strategic values that can be derived from such changes.  Thirdly, the risks involved - the dark side 

of Big Data - should also be systematically examined, which has been largely absent from the 

academic literature.  Finally, this paper focused on how big data transforms operations models, 

which will inevitably be reflected in changes in the business models of the organisation.  This issue 

should be explicitly examined in future research.       
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